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If you have **minor changes** to a protocol prior to the one-year anniversary of protocol approval (e.g., continuation), use this form. Minor changes would include modifications such as the addition or deletion of researchers or research partners, change in source of sample but type of source is the same (e.g., different high school), change in contact information on informed consent, minor changes to the language of the survey instrument or interview questions, etc.

If the change is not **minor** and involves items such as methodology, sample now to include special protected populations, or study is now beyond minimal risk, then complete the Request for Human Subjects Approval form.

**Date:** 10/27/2010  
**Title of Project:** Paternal Use of Time-out Procedures in Children with Behavioral Problems

**UHSRC Protocol reference number:** #100030  
**Principal Investigator:** Emily Kavanagh  
**Department/School:** Psychology Department  
**Phone:** (810) 841-2036  
**Address:** 537 Mark Jefferson, Department of Psychology, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI 48197  
**Email:** ekavanag@emich.edu  
**Fax:** (734) 487-6553  
**Date of original approval:** 09/13/2010

**Description of minor change(s):**  
Several recruitment sites have invited us to conduct data collection within their facilities. This would involve posting fliers (see attached) indicating specific days and times that the researchers will be on-site to collect data. Researchers will use space provided within the centers where fathers can drop-in to complete the study questionnaires. The original recruitment flyer has been modified for this new recruitment strategy (see attached). This is a modification from the original recruitment procedure which involved posting fliers at community sites and requesting that fathers contact the Principal Investigator to schedule an appointment to participate. Upon approval, both recruitment procedures would be used for the project.
Submit form through Digital Commons, http://commons.emich.edu/human_subjects/. Send signed paper copy to the UHSRC, 200 Boone Hall, EMU, Ypsilanti, MI 48197. For questions, contact us at 734-487-0042, human.subjects@emich.edu.
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